
 
 
 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 

April 26, 2023 
 
 
 
Dear Shareholder, 
 

During the first quarter of 2023, the Osterweis Fund (the Fund) generated a total return of 
6.32% compared to 7.50% for the S&P 500 Index. The Fund’s annualized total returns over the one-
year, five-year, ten-year, and twenty-year periods ending March 31, 2023 were -10.12%, 9.20%, 
7.66%, and 8.82%, respectively, compared to -7.73%, 11.19%, 12.24%, and 10.37% for the S&P 500 
over the same periods. 

Performance data quoted represent past performance; past performance does not guarantee 
future results. The investment return and principal value of an investment will fluctuate so that an 
investor’s shares, when redeemed, may be worth more or less than their original cost. Current 
performance of the Fund may be higher or lower than the performance quoted. Performance data 
current to the most recent month end may be obtained by calling (866) 236-0050. An investment 
should not be made solely on returns. The Fund’s gross expense ratio was 0.96% as of March 31, 
2022.  

Markets rallied during the first three months of 2023 despite two separate Fed rate hikes and 
tremors in the banking system. Thankfully, swift action from the Fed (among others) managed to 
limit the contagion, although we anticipate additional headwinds and will avoid investing in banks 
until conditions improve.  

Although stocks performed well in the first quarter, we have increased our exposure to defensive 
sectors, as we believe the Fed’s tightening program still has the potential to trigger a “hard landing.” 
Defensive companies are generally less impacted by a slowing economy, as they tend to have stable 
customer bases and more predictable revenues, so they typically act as a ballast in a falling market. 
In addition, we feel our defensive stocks are well-suited to the current interest rate environment, 
which is materially higher than it has been for most of the past decade.  

We have also increased our investment in high-quality growth companies, which possess a 
combination of the following attributes: attractive returns on capital, steadily increasing revenues, and 
strong management teams. Our goal is to identify fundamentally sound companies that we expect to 
grow over a multi-year horizon. We are particularly focused on firms that benefit from long-term, 
structural changes in the economy, also known as secular growth trends, as they create naturally 
expanding markets. (For more information, please see the attached outlook.) Moreover, these types of 
companies can often grow during a slowdown, as some secular trends are independent of the economic 
environment.  
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We thank you for your continued confidence in our management. 
 

       
      Sincerely, 
 
 

   

John Osterweis Greg Hermanski   Nael Fakhry 

 
Enclosure 
 
___________________________________ 
 
This commentary contains the current opinions of the author as of the date above, which are subject to change at any 
time. This commentary has been distributed for informational purposes only and is not a recommendation or offer 
of any particular security, strategy or investment product. Information contained herein has been obtained from 
sources believed to be reliable, but is not guaranteed. 
 
Mutual Fund investing involves risk. Principal loss is possible. The Fund may invest in medium and 
smaller sized companies, which involve additional risks such as limited liquidity and greater volatility. 
The Fund may invest in foreign and emerging market securities, which involve greater volatility and 
political, economic and currency risks and differences in accounting methods. These risks may 
increase for emerging markets. The Fund may invest in Master Limited Partnerships, which involve 
risk related to energy prices, demand and changes in tax code. The Fund may invest in debt securities 
that are un-rated or rated below investment grade. Lower-rated securities may present an increased 
possibility of default, price volatility or illiquidity compared to higher-rated securities. Investments in 
debt securities typically decrease in value when interest rates rise. This risk is usually greater for 
longer-term debt securities. 
 
The S&P 500 Index is an unmanaged index that is widely regarded as the standard for measuring large-cap U.S. stock 
market performance. One cannot invest directly in an index. 
 
The Osterweis Funds are available by prospectus only. The Funds’ investment objectives, risks, 
charges and expenses must be considered carefully before investing. The summary and 
statutory prospectuses contain this and other important information about the Funds. You may 
obtain a summary or statutory prospectus by calling toll free at (866) 236-0050, or by visiting 
osterweis.com. Please read the prospectus carefully before investing to ensure the Fund is 
appropriate for your goals and risk tolerance. 
 
Earnings growth is not representative of the fund’s future performance. 
 
Osterweis Capital Management is the adviser to the Osterweis Funds, which are distributed by Quasar Distributors, 
LLC. [OSTE-20230425-0856] 

https://www.osterweis.com/mutual_funds/applications_and_forms

